I received The Art of Advocacy earlier this week. I haven't finished it yet, but I've devoured much more of it than I thought I would so soon. I can tell already that it's going to be a mainstay on the bookshelf above my desk. In fact, it should be a mainstay on every litigator's bookshelf. It's simple and straightforward, but covers advanced strategies. The writing is excellent—as it should be in a book about writing! The organization and typesetting are smart and attractive, so the book is enjoyable to read. I could go on, but I won't. This is a fantastic book. Verified Purchase. The Art of Advocacy is a terrific book. Law students, in particular, will find it an accessible, yet sophisticated, introduction to the art of legal writing. There's a lot to like about The Art of Advocacy. You can write a book review and share your experiences. Other readers will always be interested in your opinion of the books you've read. Whether you've loved the book or not, if you give your honest and detailed thoughts then people will find new books that are right for them. 1. Her Billionaire Co-Nanny (Candyman Sweet Family Billionaires #1), One Thousand Fables. Shanna Delaney [Delaney, Shanna]. Year: 2021. The Art of Advocacy: Briefs, Motions, and Writing Strategies of America's Best Lawyers. Noah Messing. 4.6 out of 5 stars 54. 4. The Game Changing Attorney: How to Land the Best Cases, Stand Out from Your Competition, and Become the Obvious Choice in Your Market. Michael Mogill. 4.7 out of 5 stars 196.